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Introducing iValidation, the newest addition to our wide range of intelligent 
validation solutions. Through a new module in TIBA’s SmartPark management 
software, we bring mobile validations to the parking industry. Now, your 
smartphone can become a validation unit with iValidation. The user simply 
opens the app and snaps a picture of their customer’s ticket. A list of 
validation options will display and the selected validation is applied to  
the ticket in real-time. iValidation connects to your existing SmartPark 
installation and runs simultaneously with other SmartPark modules.

iValidation offers a variety of validation types including flat rate, discounted 
rate, hours discount and more. Immediately after iValidation applies  
the selected validation, all TIBA PARCS system devices will recognize  
the validation, calculate the new parking fee and update the ticket  
balance accordingly.

The iValidation app can provide validation services to a number of  
parking facilities from a single phone.

Operation:

The user interface is very straight-forward. After starting the app, the user 
takes a picture of the patron’s ticket and authorizes the validation. The user 
can select different validation types or facilities, based on the permissions 
granted by the SmartPark administrator. All functions of iValidation can be 
monitored and controlled from SmartPark by a systems administrator.

Reporting:

The iValidation system provides detailed audit reports of validation usage 
and billing of merchants is quick and easy.

Summarized reports show exactly how much to bill individual merchants. 
Additionally, reports can be exported into several formats: PDF, RTF, Excel, 
HTML, simple text file and image (JPEG).

Features
•  Supports validations to multiple facilities from a single app instance.

•  Assign validation types including flat rate, discounted rate, hours discount  
and more.

•  Available for Apple® IPhone or IPad.

Detailed reporting of validation usage


